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on remote forwarders (either on the testbed or deployed by
the application provider) to provide NDN connectivity. This
design has a few major drawbacks. First, when a user opens
multiple NDN.JS apps in different browser tabs, each tab
will create its own WebSocket connection to the NDN network and consume resources on both the local machine and
the remote forwarders. Second, each NDN.JS app has to implement its own logic for automatic discovery and failover of
remote forwarders, which creates extra burden for application developers. Third, when multiple NDN.JS apps request
for the same data, that piece of data will be retrieved multiple times over the network since there is no sharing of local
data cache among the browser tabs.
We have envisioned an NDN-enabled Web browser with
built-in packet forwarding capability from the beginning of
the NDN.JS project. There has also been an attempt to
create an NDN browser by modifying the browser kernel [3].
However, that approach requires users to install a custombuilt Web browser, which becomes a major obstacle in its
adoption due to different user habits and/or security concerns. Unfortunately, a more lightweight and user-friendly
solution was not available due to the limited browser extensibility at that time.
This extended abstract introduces MicroForwarder.js, a
recently developed browser extension that provides NDN
packet forwarder functionality for Web applications. The
extension is implemented in pure JavaScript and leverages
the cross-browser WebExtensions API [1] that is currently
supported by the latest versions of Firefox and Chrome.
Once installed, it allows NDN.JS apps to communicate with
the in-browser MicroForwarder through the WebExtensions
messaging API and share the connectivity to the external
NDN network and the local data cache. The extension itself
can connect to remote forwarders via WebSocket and manages those connections internally, thereby freeing the apps
from maintaining network connectivity themselves.
In the rest of this extended abstract, we will describe the
design and implementation of the MicroForwarder and address future work at the end.

MicroForwarder.js is a Web browser extension that brings
NDN packet forwarding capability to the now-ubiquitous
browser platform. It enables local communication and sharing of cached data among the NDN.JS applications running
in the same browser. It also allows the NDN.JS applications
to share the communication channels to remote NDN forwarders and manages those channels on behalf of the apps.
MicroForwarder.js is implemented in pure JavaScript based
on the WebExtensions API and can be installed on the latest
versions of Firefox and Chrome without requiring custombuilt browser platform.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern Web browsers are powerful and ubiquitous platforms that can host a variety of applications such as email
clients, document editors, online games, etc.. Due to its
widespread availability and ease of use, the browser platform
provides a convenient environment for the users to experience different applications without installing native binaries
or compiling the source code.
Our previous work on NDN.JS [4] brings Named-Data
Networking (NDN) [5] to the Web browser platform with the
objective of empowering users and Web developers with convenient access to the NDN functionalities. Since its publication, NDN.JS has quickly become one of the most popular
NDN libraries both inside and outside the NDN community.
However, there is a fundamental limitation in the design of
the library that affects the usability of the NDN.JS applications: the dependency on the remote NDN forwarders.
Like other NDN applications, the NDN.JS Web apps need
to connect to an NDN forwarder (via the WebSocket protocol) in order to fetch and/or publish data over the network.
Since the users may not have NDN forwarders installed on
their local machines, the NDN.JS apps currently have to rely
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

MicroForwarder.js comprises three major components: a
background script running the MicroForwarder logic, a content script implementing the communication interface to the
MicroForwarder, and a configuration interface for managing
the runtime state of the MicroForwarder. Figure 1 illustrates the communication model between these components
inside a Web browser.
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Figure 1: Communication inside a MicroForwarder-enabled
Web browser
Figure 3: Two ChronoChat apps communicating with each
other locally via the MicroForwarder

the MicroForwarder instead of the external forwarders. To
demonstrate the usage, we also updated the ChronoChat
Web app [2] to use the new MicroForwarder face. We managed to run two ChronoChat apps from two tabs in the same
browser and have them exchange chat messages with each
other without any remote forwarder connectivity, which is
shown in Figure 3. Once the MicroForwarder is connected to
one of the NDN forwarders on the testbed, the ChronoChat
app can also communicate with remote users over the NDN
network.
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Figure 2: MicroForwarder configuration interface

FUTURE WORK

The current implementation of the MicroForwarder.js extension is still preliminary. In the future we plan to extend
its functionality along the following directions. First, we will
design and implement auto-discovery and auto-configuration
of remote NDN forwarders so that the MicroForwarder can
automatically connect to the testbed. Second, we will improve the NDN.JS library to auto-detect the MicroForwarder
and fall back to remote forwarders if the extension is not
available. Finally, we will carry out benchmarks to analyze
and improve the performance of the current implementation.

The background script is started upon browser startup
and executes in an isolated environment. It implements
the NDN packet forwarding logic, manages the forwardingrelated data structures such as PIT, FIB, and CS, and connects to remote forwarder via WebSocket. The content script
is automatically loaded in every browser tab but is isolated
from the Web app context. It serves as a bridge between the
background script and the app, allowing them to communicate by passing JSON objects through the WebExtensions
APIs.
The configuration interface is implemented as a built-in
Web app that communicates with the MicroForwarder via
the same message passing channel and controls its internal state by sending commands encoded as JSON messages.
From the configuration page the user can add connections
to the remote NDN forwarders and inspect the current forwarder status, as is shown in Figure 2. Note that in order
to publish data, the browser needs to register its data prefix
with the remote NDN forwarder, which requires a trusted
client certificate. To simplify the on-boarding process and
allow more users to experiment with the MicroForwarder,
our current implementation includes a pre-configured certificate that is automatically trusted by the NDN testbed.
One of our future work is to support auto-configuration of
remote connectivity using custom certificates.
To facilitate the Web developers in utilizing the MicroForwarder functionality, we have updated the NDN.JS library to provide a new type of Face object that connects to
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